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Previous decision denying protest is affirmed
where request for reconsideration fails to
demonstrate errors of fact or law in prior
decision or to provide new information not
previously considered.

U. S. Duracon Corporation (USD re-
consideration of our decision of May tS7 1979, which
denied its protest of invitations for bids (IFB)
N62472-79-B-0098 and N62472-79-13-2319 issued by the
Department of the Navy.146fi(0Adz

USDC is a supplier of underground heat distribu-
tion conduit (pipi g . The basis for the protest was
the Government' usal to issue a letter of accept-
- 1 ity to , ECHO- a prerequi si't e o -5-su py l7-Tj-t-
piping for installaiton at the construction projects
involWv u -nd h-tI FBs -The--l-etters--wErie-ied
ki&bec -U SD'C's piDping did not meet the design require-
ments of the specifications. Nonetheless, USDC claimed
that its piping passed all of the requisite laboratory
performance tests for qualification, and thus believed
it was entitled to the letter of acceptability.
USDC also asserted that present suppliers of the
piping holding letters of acceptability were falsely
certifying that their materials met the specification
requirements.

GQ-rdecision held that USDC's interpretation of
the specifications was not reasonable since the
issuance of a letter of acceptability for USDC's
underground heat distribution conduit based solely
upon successful completion of laboratory performance
tests would in effect convert a clearly delineated
design specification to a performance specification>
We also found that USDC had failed to sustain its
burden of proving its allegation that other suppliers
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were furnishing false certifications under existing
letters of acceptability since USDC provided only un-
supported allegations that these certifications were
falsely made. USDC now raises the same issues in its
request for reconsideration yet advances no additional
facts or legal arguments which show that our earlier
decision was erroneous. It merely requests the Navy
furnish copies of any approved changes in the piping
material furnished by other suppliers to prove its
allegation of fraud because it suspects "no such
approval was ever granted."

Section 20.9 of our Bid Protest Procedures,
4 C.F.R. § 20.9 (1977),- provides that requests for
meconsiderationz contain a detailed st'aF FWe~tthe
factual and legal grounds upon whicfThVWT rIrY mdi-
~i~ct ion i em ed - r&r n i sa - of
law made or information not previously consiered.
U reconsideration merelv rcterates
the arguments made in 
a rees with our decision. Since the protester has made
o snowing ht9Four prior conclusion is erroneous, we

see no reason to consider these arguments further.
Virginia-Maryland Associates, Inc.--Reconsideration,
B-191252, July 7, 1978, 78-2 CPD 19.

The decision Y6affirmed.

Acting Comptroller General
of the United States




